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1. Introduction
The AdS/CFT correspondence (for a review see [1] and references therein) relates
gauged supergravity in a background geometry AdS5 H to a superconformal eld
theory (SCFT) in a four-dimensional Minkowski space living on the the boundary
of AdS5. The Kaluza-Klein excitations of the supergravity are identied with gauge
invariant operators in the SCFT. H is called the horizon manifold and its isometries
are related to the R-symmetry of the superconformal algebra. The original example
of [2] considered H = S5 whose isometry group SO(6) corresponds to the R-symmetry
of the dual N = 4 SCFT. Examples with less supersymmetry and dierent H-
manifolds have been constructed in e.g. [3]{[7].
It is possible to perturb the SCFT by adding an operator Oh to the action
S ! S + h
Z
d4xOh(x) : (1.1)
In general this breaks the conformal symmetry and if the perturbation is relevant
a renormalization group (RG) flow for the coupling h is induced. The resulting
infrared (IR) theory can be free, conning or have a non-trivial xed point where
the -function vanishes. In the latter case the RG-flow connects two dierent CFT,
the original ultra-violet (UV) theory with the IR theory.
In the dual supergravity description the coupling h is identied with a scalar eld
 and the RG-flow corresponds to a domain wall (DW) solution which interpolates
between two dierent extrema of the scalar potential V () [8]{[13]. If the UV-theory
and the IR-theory are both conformal the two extrema necessarily have to be AdS5
vacua of V . The DW solution requires that the scalar eld  has a non-trivial
dependence on the the radial coordinate of AdS5 which can be identied with the
energy scale  of the RG-flow [12]{[15].
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A particular example of such an RG-flow has been presented in [10] and further
discussed in [16, 17]. It is a flow from an N = 4 SCFT in the UV to an N = 1
SCFT in the IR which preserves N = 1 supersymmetry along the flow. In the dual
supergravity description this was identied with a DW solution of ve-dimensional
gauged N = 8 supergravity connecting two AdS5 vacua. The solution preserves
four supercharges (it is a BPS solution) and interpolates between two extrema one
of which preserves the full N = 8 supersymmetry and is identied with the UV
SCFT while the second extremum only preserves N = 2 supersymmetry and is
identied with the IR SCFT. The BPS property corresponds to the fact that N = 1
supersymmetry is preserved along the RG-flow.
The purpose of this paper is to study BPS domain wall solutions of ve-dimen-
sional N = 2 gauged supergravity which preserve half of the supercharges (N = 1).1
This establishes the framework for generalized RG-flows which start from an UV
theory with less (N = 1; 2) supersymmetry. It also simplies the analysis since the
N = 2 scalar potential is somewhat less involved than its N = 8 counterpart.
An additional motivation arises from the fact that such DW solutions are closely
related to a supersymmetric version of the Randall-Sundrum (RS) scenario [18]{[24].
In this scenario gravity is localized near the wall through exponential suppression
and therefore requires a DW which asymptotes to IR xed points on both sides. It
has been shown in [25, 26] that there are no such xed points for theories containing
vector/tensor multiplets, but we will argue that this does not necessarily apply if
charged hypermultiplets are present.
BPS domain wall solutions of ve-dimensional N = 2 supergravity have been
studied previously. In refs. [27, 28] the DW solutions arising from compactication of
11-dimensional Horava{Witten M-theory on Calabi-Yau threefolds were derived. In
this case the necessity of non-trivial four-form flux results in the gauging of an axionic
shift symmetry which is an isometry of the universal hypermultiplet. Refs. [25, 29, 30]
considered DW solution with non-trivial vector multiplets and showed that within
this setup no IR xed point can arise. As an immediate corollary also supersymmet-
ric RS domain walls can not be obtained with only vector multiplets [25]. Non-trivial
tensor multiplets were considered in refs. [31, 32] but this does not alter the conclu-
sion about possible IR xed points. Finally ref. [33] derived the ve-dimensional
gauged N = 2 supergravity including vector-, tensor- and hypermultiplets. Many
aspects of these discussions go in parallel to domain walls in 4-dimensional gauged
supergravity [34, 35].
In this paper we consider both vector- and hypermultiplets and derive the con-
dition for a BPS domain wall solution including charged hypermultiplets. Such a
solution is only possible for abelian gauge symmetries. We argue that in this case
1We use the convention of D = 4 to count supercharges. The minimal supersymmetry in D = 5
has 8 supercharges which we call N = 2 throughout this paper.
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the previous ‘no-go’ theorems do not apply. Specically, in section 2 we recall a few
facts about N = 2 gauged supergravity with particular emphasis on gauged isome-
tries in the hypermultiplet sector. It turns out that we have to allow for more general
gaugings of the SU(2)R symmetry than have previously been considered. In section 3
we study BPS domain wall solutions with both non-trivial vector- and hypermulti-
plets. We derive the supersymmetric flow equations for the scalar elds and show
that the corresponding c-theorem is satised. As an application of the formalism we
discuss in section 4 the RG-flow of ref. [10]. Section 5 presents our conclusions and
contains a preliminary discussion of a smooth supersymmetric RS domain wall.
2. N = 2 gauged supergravity
A generic spectrum of ve-dimensional N = 2 supergravity contains the gravitational
multiplet, nv vector multiplets in the adjoint representation of some gauge group G,
nh hypermultiplets which can be charged under G and tensor multiplets. The grav-
itational multiplet contains the graviton gmn, two gravitini  
A
m, A = 1; 2 which are
symplectic-Majorana spinors2 and the graviphoton A0m. A vector multiplet contains
a vector Am, two gaugini 
A and a real scalar  while the hypermultiplet features
two hyperini α and four real scalars qu.
A tensor multiplet has the same eld content as a vector multiplet but with the
vector replaced by a tensor. In D = 5 vector and tensor are dual to each other
and this duality can be performed as long as the tensor elds are neutral under
G [31, 32, 36]. In this paper we consider this case and thus only keep nv vector and
nh hypermultiplets in the spectrum.
The action for scalar elds coupled to supergravity is given by
S =
Z
d5x
p−g

1
2
R − V ()− 1
2
gMN@m
M@mN

; (2.1)
where we have omitted gauge elds and fermions. The M collectively denote the
scalar elds i; i = 1; : : : ; nv in the vector multiplets and the scalar elds q
u; u =
1; : : : ; 4nh in the hypermultiplets, i.e. 
M = (i; qu). Supersymmetry forces the
metric to be block diagonal
gMN =

gij 0
0 guv

; (2.2)
where the metric for the vector multiplets (gij) has to be very special Ka¨hler [37]
and the metric for the hypermultiplets (guv) has to be quaternionic.
The very special Ka¨hler geometry is best described by introducing nv + 1 func-
tions XI(i); I = 0; : : : ; nv which satisfy one contraint equation
V  1
6
CIJKX
IXJXK = 1 ; (2.3)
2For conventions and notations see [27, 35].
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where the CIJK are arbitrary constants determining the scalar manifold. The metric
gij is then obtained via
gij = @iX
I@jX
J GIJ jV=1 ; GIJ = −1
2
@I@J lnVjV=1 : (2.4)
The 4nh scalars in the hypermultiplets are coordinates on a quaternionic mani-
fold [35, 33]. This implies the existence of three (almost) complex structures (Jx)wv ,
x = 1; 2; 3 which satisfy the quaternionic algebra. Associated with the complex
structures is a triplet of Ka¨hler forms Kxuv = guw(J
x)wv where guw is the quaternionic
metric. The holonomy group of a quaternionic manifold is Sp(2) Sp(2nh) and Kx
is identied with the eld strength of the Sp(2)  SU(2) connection !xv i.e.
Kx = d!x +
1
2
xyz!y!z : (2.5)
As a consequence the Kx are covariantly closed with respect to the SU(2) connec-
tion !x
dKx + xyz!yKz = 0 : (2.6)
For later use we need to introduce the quaternionic vielbeins V Aαu dened via
guw = V
Aα
u V
Bβ
w ABCαβ ; (2.7)
where ;  = 1; : : : ; 2nh and Cαβ is the flat Sp(2nh) metric.
The isometries on the scalar manifold are generated by a set of nv + 1 Killing
vectors kuI (q), k
i
I()
qu = IkuI (q) ; 
i = IkiI() : (2.8)
The kuI are determined by a triplet of Killing prepotentials P
x
I (q) via
3
kuI K
A
uvB = @vP
A
IB + [!v; PI ]
A
B : (2.9)
Furthermore, the PI satisfy a Poisson bracket relation:
fPI ; PJgAB  kuI kvJ KAuvB − [PI ; PJ ]AB = −
1
2
fKIJ P
A
K B ; (2.10)
where fKIJ is the structure constant of the isometry algebra. It is possible to gauge
(part of) these isometries by modifying the covariant derivatives of the scalars, gaug-
ini and hyperini, their supersymmetry transformation and the lagrangian. Further-
more it is possible to (independently) gauge the SU(2)R symmetry of the N = 2
supergravity. This modies the covariant derivatives of the gravitino and the gaug-
ino but not the hyperino. Finally, it is also possible to simultaneously gauge the
isometries and the R-symmetry. We do not recall the details of this somewhat tech-
nical enterprise here but refer the reader to the literature [35, 27, 33].
3For SU(2) valued matrices, we adopt the convention Y AB = iY
x (σx)AB.
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However, for the purpose of this paper, we are lead to consider more general
gaugings of the R-symmetry. We modify the procedure outlined in [33], in that
we shift the space-time pullback of the SU(2) connection by the following linear
combination of the vector elds
!AB ! b!AB  !AB + AI bPAIB(q) ; (2.11)
where bPAIB is an SU(2) valued matrix. This diers from the procedure of ref. [33] by
the choice of the matrix bPAIB. In [33] the Killing prepotential was used i.e. bPAIB = PAIB
while we allow for the possibility of having a slightly more general bPAIB which diers
from PI by a q-dependent scalar (i.e. SU(2) invariant) function
bPAIB = bγI(q)PAIB (no sum on I) : (2.12)
A rigorous proof of the consistency of this ansatz is beyond the scope of this paper
and we leave it for future investigation. However, as a rst check we veried that the
new SU(2) curvature K^ dened analogously to (2.5) with ! replaced with b! satises
K^AB = K
A
uvBDquDqv + bF IPAI B : (2.13)
Eq. (2.13) holds in virtue of (2.9) and (2.10), with the denitions
Dqu = dqu − 1
2
bAIkuI ; bF I = d bAI + 14f IKL bAK bAL ; bAI = bγI(q)AI : (2.14)
K^ still satises eq. (2.6) with ! replaced with b!.
Thus the only modication following from (2.11) is to replace the gauge elds
AI and their eld strength with their hatted counterparts in terms arising from the
R-symmetry gauging. As these terms are supersymmetric by themselves [33], this
suggests the consistency of our ansatz.4 For bPI = PI the consistency has been shown
in [33] while for bPI 6= PI this has not been rmly established yet. The interpretation
of the eld dependent vector elds A^I in the light of the AdS/CFT correspondence
will be given at the end of section 3.
Finally, gauging the isometries and the R-symmetry also requires the presence
of a scalar potential [35, 27]. Using the modied SU(2) connection, one obtains
V =
(−2GIJ + 4XIXJTr( bPI bPJ) +XIXJ (guv kuI kvJ + gij kiIkjJ ; (2.15)
where the rst term can be traced back to the gauging of the SU(2)R symmetry and
the second term to the gauging of the isometries of the scalar manifold. For bPI = PI ,
this potential coincides with the potential of refs. [35, 27].
4We thank A. Ceresole and G. Dall’Agata for discussions on this point.
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3. BPS domain wall solutions
In this section we derive BPS domain wall solutions which preserve half of the eight
supercharges. As an ansatz for a metric which respects 4d Poincare invariance we use
ds2  gmndxm dxn = 2(−dt2 + d~x2) + d
2
2W 2()
: (3.1)
For constantW this is the metric of AdS5. In the AdS/CFT correspondence the fth
coordinate  will be identied with an energy scale in the dual four-dimensional eld
theory [12]{[15]. The UV region (= large length scale in supergravity) corresponds
to !1, while the IR is approached for ! 0. For later use we also note that for
this metric the vielbeins and the non{vanishing spin connections are given by
et
0 = ex
a =  ; eµ
4 = (W )−1 ; !t 04 = !xa4 = W ; (3.2)
where (0; a; 4) are the tangent space indices.
We require that the DW solutions preserves four supercharges and as a conse-
quence we have to demand that the supersymmetry variations of the two gravitini
 Aµ ; A = 1; 2, the 2nv gaugini 
A
i and the 2nh hyperini 
α admit four Killing spinors
in the bosonic background specied by the metric (3.1) and vanishing gauge elds.
Specically we demand
 Am = Dm
A − i
3
XI bPAIB ΓmB = 0 ; (3.3)
Ai = − i
2
Γm@m
i A + gij(@jX
I) bPAIB B +XIkiI A = 0 ; (3.4)
α = − ip
2
V Aαu
(
Γm@mq
u + iXIkuI

A = 0 : (3.5)
We are mainly interested in the dependence of the scalar elds on the fth coordinate
or, in terms of the dual eld theory, on the energy scale . Hence we ignore the 4-d
spacetime dependence and consider the scalars () only as functions of .
Let us rst consider the (t; x) components of eq. (3.3). They imply a projection
on the supersymmetry parameters B
W Γ4AB −
2i
3
XI bPAIB B = 0 : (3.6)
For this to be a consistent projector one learns from (Γ4)2 = 1 that
W 2 AB = −
4
9
(XI bPIXJ bPJ)AB : (3.7)
An additional constraint arises if one demands that (3.6) admits four Killing
spinors. This is the case if all SU(2) matrices bPI can simultaneously be rotated in
the direction of 3 or equivalently if
[ bPI ; bPJ ] = 0 (3.8)
holds.5
5One could consider XI bPI as a single q and φ dependent SU(2) matrix. However, diagonalizing
this matrix is not a covariant operation in this formalism.
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In the rotated basis (denoted by the primed quantities) the projector (3.6) reads
Γ40A + (3)AB 
0B = 0 ; (3.9)
while W simplies to
W =
2
3
XI bP 03I : (3.10)
The  component of eq. (3.3) leads to a rst order dierential equation which
determines the  dependence of A
2Dµ
A = A ; (3.11)
where we used (3.6) and (3.7). The compatibility of this equation with the projec-
tor (3.6) will be discussed after solving (3.4) and (3.5) which we turn to now.
Inserting the projector (3.6) into (3.4) yields
1
3

di
d
XI + @iXI
 bPAIBB +XIkiI A = 0 : (3.12)
Since bPAIB can be rotated into the 3 direction the two terms of eq. (3.12) have to
vanish independently (unless all supercharges are broken). Thus with our choice of
projector the isometries of the vector multiplets cannot be gauged, that is we have
to demand XIkiI = 0. The vanishing of the rst term in (3.12) imposes a rst order
dierential equation for the scalar elds

di
d
= −3 gij@j logW : (3.13)
Finally, inserting the projector (3.6) into the hyperino variation (3.5) yields

dqu
d
=
2
3W 2
Tr(XI bPI XJkvJJvu) ; (3.14)
where we have used (3.7) and the fact that the quaternionic complex structures are
given by
(Ju
v)AB = g
wv(Kuw)
A
B = i V
Aα
u V
v
Bα : (3.15)
Rewriting eq. (2.9) as
XIkuI (J)u
v = gvuDu (X
IPI) ; (3.16)
we can recast (3.14) in the form

dqu
d
=
2
3W 2
guv Tr

XI bPI Dv (XJPJ) : (3.17)
Eq. (3.17) can also be written as a gradient flow

dqu
d
= −3 guv@v logW (3.18)
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with the same W as in (3.13), provided
Tr

XI bPI Dv (XJPJ) = TrXI bPI Dv (XJ bPJ) (3.19)
holds. This is a non-trivial constraint on the scalar function bγI(q) of eq. (2.12) and
is solved by bγI(q) = 1− I (detPI)−1/2 ; (no sum on I) ; (3.20)
where the I are arbitrary constants. For I = 0 one has bPI = PI and (3.18) holds
without any further condition. However, eq. (3.20) shows that also for non-trivialbγI or in other words for a bPI which diers from PI the dierential constraint on the
hyper-scalars is of the form (3.18). We will see in the next section that non-trivialbγI are crucial in order to recover the RG-flow of ref. [10].
Finally the compatibility of eq. (3.6) with (3.11) imposes the additional condition
Dµ(W
−1XI bPAIB) = 0 : (3.21)
Using (2.10), (3.8) and (3.18) this equation is satised if fKIJ = 0, i.e. for abelian
isometries.
It is known [38, 39, 40] that for scalar elds which obey eqs. (3.13) and (3.18)
the Einstein equations corresponding to the the action (2.1) imply that the scalar
potential V has to take the form
V = 6

3
4
gMN@MW@NW −W 2

: (3.22)
Indeed, inserting the special geometry relation GIJ = @iX
I@jX
Jgij + 2
3
XIXJ , as
well as eqs. (2.9) and (3.8), the relations (2.12), (3.19) and the denition (3.7) of W
into (2.15) results in (3.22). Thus the special form of the potential (3.22) does not
hold for an arbitrary N = 2 potential as given in (2.15) but requires precisely the
same conditions that we needed to derive the flow equations.6 This can be viewed
as a consistency check on our procedure.
After this somewhat technical derivation let us summarize the results and discuss
the physical implications. We solved the supersymmetric variations (3.3){(3.5) in the
background (3.1) and demanded four unbroken supersymmetries. This implies that
only abelian isometries of the hypermultiplet geometry can be gauged, i.e. fKIJ =
0; XIkiI = 0 with the further requirement [
bPI ; bPJ ] = 0. For the scalar elds a set of
6Strictly speaking eq. (3.22) does not need (3.8) but already holds for the weaker condition
[∂iX
I bPI , XJ bPJ ] = 0 . This relation is certainly satised for (3.8) but one could imagine a situation
where the bPI do not all commute but still satisfy [∂iXI bPI , XJ bPJ ] = 0 . However, this would put
strong constraints on W , following from the very special geometry in 5-d which are not satised for
standard choices of vector scalar manifolds.
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rst order dierential equations follows. Provided (3.19) holds they can be written
as gradient flow equations
M   d
M
d
= −3 gMN @N logW ; (3.23)
where
W =
2
3

XIXJ bP xI bP xJ 1/2 = 23 XI bP 03I : (3.24)
Eq. (3.23) combines eqs. (3.13) and (3.18) while the last equation in (3.24) uses the
fact that the bPI can always be chosen to point in the 3 direction.
The AdS/CFT correspondence suggests identifying the -derivative of the scalar
elds with the -function in the dual conformal eld theory [8, 9, 10, 12, 13]. The
xed points of the RG-flow occur for @NW = 0 which are also extrema of the scalar
potential V as can be seen from eq. (3.22). For W j∂W=0 6= 0 the extremum corre-
sponds to an AdS5 background withW being the cosmological constant. W j∂W=0 = 0
on the other hand corresponds to a flat space-time background.
The nature of the xed point is determined by the derivatives of the -functions
or more precisely by the eigenvalues of the matrix
@N
M jβ=0 = −3 gMK @N@KW
W

β=0
(3.25)
where we assume that the xed point is non-singular, i.e. the metric is non-dege-
nerate. Negative eigenvalues correspond to xed points that are UV stable, while
positive eigenvalues imply IR stable xed points. A RG-flow conguration corre-
sponds to a domain wall interpolating between a UV and a IR point, whereas a
Randall-Sundrum type conguration interpolates between two IR xed points, as we
will discuss in the conclusions.
Let us briefly discuss a few generic cases. If there are no hypermultiplets in
the spectrum the Killing prepotentials are constants, i.e. PI = bPI  VI = const.
corresponding to Fayet-Illiopoulos terms. In this case eq. (3.24) implies
W =
2
3
XI()VI : (3.26)
This form of W and the corresponding eqs. (3.22) and (3.23) reproduce the results
derived previously in [29]. The very special geometry implies @i@jW =
2
3
gijW and
hence @i
jjβ=0 = −2ji . Thus all xed points are necessarily ultraviolet [26, 29, 25].
In other words, neither RG-flows nor the RS scenario can be reproduced with only
vector multiplets.7
If there are no vector multiplets but only hypermultiplets in the spectrum only
the graviphoton can be used as a gauge eld and the superpotential reduces to
W =
2
3
X0 bP 030 (q) : (3.27)
7As shown in [25] this is also the case if some of the vectors are dualized into tensor multiplets.
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Its second derivative does not have a xed sign and thus @u
vjβ=0 can have positive
and/or negative eigenvalues.
In the case that vector- and hypermultiplets are present the matrix @N
M jβ=0
dened in (3.25) can have positive and negative eigenvalues. Negative eigenvalues are
necessarily present since the submatrix of the vector multiplets @i
jjβ=0 always has
negative eigenvalues as we have just discussed. Positive eigenvalues can arise from
the derivatives in the direction of the hyperscalars @u
vjβ=0 but also from mixed
derivatives of the form @i
vjβ=0. Thus any xed point is a maximum or a saddle
point but not a local minimum. Finally, note that for a superpotential that factorizes
W (q; ) = X()P (q) the mixed derivatives @i
vjβ=0 necessarily vanish. However, the
possibility of @u
vjβ=0 having positive eigenvalues still remains and thus non-trivial
DW solutions are also possible in this case.
In ref. [10] it was shown that whenever the scalar elds obey gradient flow equa-
tions of the type (3.23) the Einstein equations of the lagrangian (2.1) imply a c-
theorem [29, 10, 8, 41] and that
C() =
C0
jW j3 ; C0 = const. (3.28)
is a natural candidate for the c-function. This also holds in the setup here and
eqs. (3.23) imply

d
d
C =
1
jW jgMN
MN > 0 : (3.29)
Thus C is a monotonically increasing function of  and corresponds to the central
charge at the conformal xed points.
Before we turn to a specic example let us discuss the implications of the con-
dition (3.8). The vanishing commutator together with (2.12) implies that all PI(q)
are proportional to each other, i.e. PI(q) = I(q)P (q). From eq. (2.12) we learn that
also bPAIB = bγI I PAB  γI(q)PAB(q) (3.30)
holds. This in turn says that only a U(1) subgroup of the SU(2)R is gauged with a
gauge eld which is the (q-dependent) linear combination
Am =
X
I
γI(q)A
I
m ; (3.31)
Similarly, a U(1) subgroup of the isometry group is gauged | albeit with a linear
combination of gauge elds that diers in the q-dependent coecients.
For constant γI , we recover precisely the case considered in refs. [27, 29, 31, 33]
where only vector (and tensor) multiplets are present. With hypermultiplets we have
the additional possibilty that the linear combination of gauge elds is q-dependent
and thus can ‘rotate’ along an RG-flow. From the dual N = 1 eld theory perspective
this can be understood from the fact that the non-anomalous U(1)R symmetry also
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changes along an RG-flow [42, 43, 44, 45, 10]. Classically one has a U(1)R (often
denoted as the ‘standard’ U(1)R) which assigns zero R-charge to a chiral supereld
and R-charge −1 to the eld strength Wα of the vector multiplet. In addition, one
generically has a flavour symmetry U(1)K generated by the Konishi current which
does transform the chiral multiplets but leaves Wα invariant [42, 43]. Quantum
mechanically the situation changes in that the anomaly free U(1)R is in general a
linear combination of the standard U(1)R with the U(1)K . The coecents of this
linear combination are related to the anomalous dimensions of certain operators and
hence they change along an RG-flow. In the supergravity description this fact is
captured by eq. (3.31). We return to this point in the next section.
4. Example of a BPS domain wall
In this section we discuss a specic BPS domain wall and show to what extent the
solution of ref. [10] can be recovered. In [10] a DW of gauged N = 8 supergravity
is given which interpolates between two AdS5 vacua of the scalar potential V . One
of the extrema preserves N = 8 supersymmetry while the second extrema only
has N = 2 supersymmetry and the interpolating kink solution preserves N = 1
supersymmetry. In the AdS/CFT correspondence this BPS-solution is identied
with a RG-flow from an N = 4 SCFT in the UV to an N = 1 SCFT in the IR which
preserves N = 1 supersymmetry throughout the flow [45].
The gauge group of the N = 8 supergravity is SO(6)  SU(4) which is identied
with the R-symmetry of the N = 4 SCFT. This gauging introduces a scalar potential
V which depends on the 42 scalars of the N = 8 gravitational multiplet spanning
the coset E6(6)=USp(8).
In order to simplify the analysis the authors of [10] decompose the gauge group
according to SU(4)! SU(2)I SU(2)GU(1)G and keep only SU(2)I singlets. This
corresponds to the breaking N = 8! N = 4 since 4 gravitini are projected out and
SU(2)GU(1)G becomes the gauged R-symmetry of the N = 4 supergravity. In the
scalar sector 11 scalars which are the singlets of SU(2)I survive this projection. It is
shown that these 11 scalars span the coset
M = SO(5; 2)
SO(5) SO(2)  SO(1; 1) ; (4.1)
which is precisely the scalar manifold of two N = 4 tensor multiplets coupled to
N = 4 supergravity [36]. An N = 4 tensor multiplet contains an antisymmetric
tensor, four fermions and ve scalars while theN = 4 gravitational multiplet contains
the gravition, four gravitini, six graviphotons, four fermions and one scalar. This
scalar spans the SO(1; 1) component ofM.
In order to make contact with the previous section we need to do a further
truncation to N = 2 along the lines of ref. [17]. This can be done by decomposing
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the gauge group further and again projecting onto invariant states. More precisely
we decompose
SU(2)G  U(1)G ! U(1)3  U(1)G ; (4.2)
where U(1)3 is the U(1) generated by 
3 inside SU(2)G. We only keep states which
are invariant under the diagonal subgroup of U(1)3  U(1)G. This leaves one U(1)R
(with the other combination of charges) intact.
The 8 gravitini of N = 8 supergravity transform as a 4 4¯ of SU(4). In the de-
composition SU(4)! SU(2)ISU(2)GU(1)G the 4 SU(2)I invariant gravitini trans-
form according to the 2−1/2 2¯1/2 of SU(2)GU(1)G. The U(1)3U(1)G invariance
projects out two more gravitini leaving two complex conjugate gravitini transforming
under U(1)R. The rest of the N = 4 spectrum can be similiarly truncated. Out of the
four vectors of SU(2)GU(1)G two abelian vectors of U(1)3U(1)G survive. The two
tensors are both projected out while out of the 11 scalars 5 survive. The 5 scalars
in the tensor multiplet reside in the representation 31  12  10 while the second
tensor multiplet carries the complex conjugate representation. Thus after projection
one is left with two singlets and two U(1)R charged scalars. The 5th scalar comes
out of the gravitational multiplet and is a singlet of SU(2)GU(1)G and thus also of
U(1)R. Out of the 12 fermions which reside in the 2−3/22+3/22 (2−1/22+1/2)
of SU(2)G  U(1)G four survive the projection. The surviving states t precisely
into one gravitational multiplet, one vector multiplet V and one hypermultiplet H of
N = 2 supergravity. The scalar in V is neutral under U(1)R while the hypermultiplet
hosts the two neutral and the two charged scalars. The two neutral scalars of the
hypermultiplet can be identied with the dilaton and axion of type-IIB supergravity.
The AdS/CFT correspondence relates these ve scalars to gauge invariant op-
erators in the dual CFT. The UV theory is an N = 4 SCFT with Yang-Mills gauge
group G = SU(n). Written in terms of N = 1 superelds this theory has one vector
multiplet, three chiral multiplet in the adjoint representation of G and a superpoten-
tial W = TrA1[A2; A3]. The RG-flow is induced by adding the operator mTrA
2
3 to
W [45, 10, 44]. The non-anomalous U(1) symmetry discussed at the end of section 3
is a linear combination of the U(1)R at m = 0 which assign zero R-charge to all three
superelds A and the Konishi U(1)K symmetry which assigns A3 a U(1)K charge −1.
In the dual supergravity the dilaton and axion play the role of the gauge coupling
and the -angle, respectively. The charged scalar C couples to the operator TrA23
and the ve-dimensional vector couples to the Konishi current.
The resulting scalar manifold of the supergravity can be derived by truncating
M given in eq. (4.1). The SO(1; 1) factor of M survives the projection since its
scalar is invariant. This component is a one-dimensional very special Ka¨hler manifold
characterized by [31]
V = X0(X1)2 = 1 : (4.3)
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The coset space SO(5; 2)=(SO(5) SO(2)) is a Ka¨hler manifold with a Ka¨hler
potential
K = −1
2
ln
"
(S + S)(T + T )− 1
2
3X
i=1
(C + C)2i
#
: (4.4)
The three Ci are the triplet while S and T are singlets of SU(2)G. In addition
one has SL(2;R) SL(2;R) acting as fractional linear transformations on all elds.
One SL(2;R) is the symmetry associated with the dilaton while the other SL(2;R)
hosts the U(1)G as its compact subgroup [10]. Thus projecting onto U(1)3  U(1)G
invariant elds leaves S (or T ) and one of the three Ci which henceforth, we denote
by C. The Ka¨hler potential becomes
K = −1
2
ln

(S + S)− 1
2
(C + C)2

; (4.5)
which is the Ka¨hler potential of the coset space SU(2; 1)=U(2). This is indeed a
quaternionic manifold known as the \universal hypermultiplet" [46]. Hence, the
combined scalar manifold of the N = 2 supergravity is found to be
M = SO(1; 1) SU(2; 1)
U(2)
: (4.6)
In the following we use a more convenient parameterization by shifting S !
S + 1
2
C2 which results in
K = −1
2
ln

(S + S)− C C ; (4.7)
In these variables the U(1)R acts as
C ! eiθC ; S ! S : (4.8)
The next step is to gauge the isometry (4.8).8 To do so we need to briefly recall
the quaternionic quantities of SU(2; 1)=U(2) [46]. We use as quaternionic coordinates
qu = (S; S;C; C). In these coordinates the SU(2) connection reads
!S =
1
4
e2K3 ; !S¯ = −14e
2K3 ;
!C =
−1
4
e2K C −eK
0 1
4
e2K C

; !C¯ =

1
4
e2KC 0
eK −1
4
e2KC

: (4.9)
The matrix of hyper Ka¨hlerforms (Kuv)
A
B is given by
KSS¯ = −12e
4K3 ; KCC¯ =

1
2
e2K(1−e2KC C) −e3KC
−e3K C −1
2
e2K(1−e2KC C)

KSC¯ =

1
2
e4KC 0
e3K −1
2
e4KC

; KS¯C =
−1
2
e4K C −e3K
0 1
2
e4K C

;
(4.10)
8In ref. [27] the same quaternionic geometry was considered but a dierent isometry correspond-
ing the shift S ! S + α,C ! C was gauged. This leads to a dierent potential which does not
correspond to a RG-type domain wall.
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while all other components are zero. The Killing vector for the symmetry (4.8) is
ku =
(
0; 0; i C;−i C : (4.11)
Using (4.9){(4.11) the solution of eq. (2.9) is found to be
PAB =
i
2

1− e2KC C −2eK C
−2eK C −(1− e2KC C)

: (4.12)
As we stated above the U(1)R is a linear combination of the U(1)3 and the U(1)G
and therefore both gauge elds appear in the covariant derivatives. Using (3.31) we
allow this linear combination to be q-dependent and from (3.30) we infer that the bP
obey bP0 = γ0P ; bP1 = γ1P ; (4.13)
where P is given by (4.12) and the γI satisfy (3.20). Inserted into (3.24) the resulting
superpotential is
W =
1
3
(γ0X
0 + γ1X
1)
S + S
S + S − C C : (4.14)
Using the constraint (4.3) and introducing new variables
X1  −2 ; C
C
S + S
 tanh2() ; (4.15)
yields
W =
1
32
(γ0 
6 + γ1) cosh
2() : (4.16)
For the choice
γ0 =
3
2
(2 tanh2()− 1) ; γ1 = −3 ; (4.17)
one obtains
W =
1
42

(6 − 2) cosh(2)− (36 + 2) ; (4.18)
which precisely coincides with the superpotential of ref. [10]. The RG-flow governed
by this superpotential has a UV xed point at  = 1,  = 0 and an IR xed point at
6 = 2, 2 = log 3. It is important to note that with constant γ0, W factorizes as can
be seen from (4.16) and it is not possible to recover (4.18). Thus it is crucial to allow
for q-dependent γ0 and this is the main motivation for introducing bγI in eq. (2.12).
The specic γ0 of (4.17) indeed satises the constraint (3.20) for 0 = 3=2, 1 = −3.
Finally let us note that the dilaton S automatically stays constant along this
flow. Using (3.23), (4.5), (4.14) and (4.17) one nds

d
d
S = − 3
W
(gSS¯@S¯W + g
SC¯@C¯W ) = 0 : (4.19)
This can be viewed as a consistency check of our solution. Note that for the universal
hypermultiplet a constant dilaton along the RG-trajectory is not a special feature
of (4.18) but holds for any superpotential W which is a function of CC¯
S+S¯
only as can
be easily veried from eq. (4.19).
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5. Conclusions
In this paper we derived N = 1 BPS domain wall solutions of gauged ve-dimensional
N = 2 supergravity. Our main result is the derivation of the supersymmetric flow
equations (3.23), (3.24) which include scalars from vector and hypermultiplets. The
presence of charged hypermultiplets turns out to be crucial in recovering IR-xed
points in RG-flows of a dual (perturbed) superconformal eld theory. In order to
recover the specic flow of ref. [10] it is necessary to modify the standard gaug-
ing of the R-symmetry. The validity of this modication remains to be rigorously
proven. However, the fact that we do recover the flow of [10] can also be viewed as
a consistency check.
The necessity of IR xed points in order to construct a smooth supersymmetric
domain-wall solution of the Randall-Sundrum type has been stressed in ref. [25]. Let
us briefly recall the argument. It is convenient to rst change coordinates and replace
the  of the ansatz (3.1) by
 = eA(z) ; W = @zA(z) : (5.1)
In these coordinates the metric (3.1) reads
ds2 = e2A(z)

− dt2 + d~x2

+ dz2 ; (5.2)
which is the metric of AdS5 for A = kz; k = const. In these coordinates the UV
xed point ( ! 1) of a RG-flow is located at z ! 1 where A  z ! +1 while
the IR xed point ( = 0) sits at z ! −1 where A  z ! −1. The DW solution
interpolates between the two asymptotic regions at z = 1.
A smooth DW solution corresponding to the RS-setup needs to have a dierent
asymptotic behavior. In that case one has a Z2 symmetric solution with A! −kjzj
for z ! 1 [18]. That is one has a decreasing warp factor at both ends z ! 1 or
in the language of the RG-flow a DW solution connecting two IR-xed points [25].
Obviously, such a solution cannot be interpreted as an RG-flow. A(z) has at least
one maximum where W = @A(z) = 0. At that point the -functions of eqs. (3.23)
as well as the c-function of (3.28) become singular [47]. However, even if such DW
solutions do not make sense as RG-flows there is no obvious reason why they should
not exist. The previous no-go theorems merely stated that they cannot be found
with only non-trivial vector and tensor multiplets. Adding charged hypermultiplets
changes the story and we are optimistic that supersymmetric RS-domain walls do
exist [48]. They should be smooth generalizations of the constructions presented in
refs. [19]{[24].
Finally, IR-xed points have also been recently studied by wrapping M5-branes
on a Riemann surface of constant negative curvature in the presence of a non-trivial
gauge eld [49]. Following this procedure, one obtains after compactication to 5
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dimensions a 3-brane solution with an AdS5 vacuum, which is IR attractive (near
the AdS horizon). But in the UV limit this solution decompacties into AdS7, i.e.
is singular from the 5-dimensional perspective. It would be interesting to study this
situation within the formalism of this paper.
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